In this paper we will establish a method of removing the Hausdorff assumption from certain convergence space theorems. As specific applications the precise form of the closure of a compact set in a regular non-Hausdorff space is given and the exact relationship between cl and cl 2 in a non-Hausdorff compact regular space is obtained. Necessary and sufficient conditions that the transition space for this procedure be topological or pretopological are found and a few embedding theorems are obtained.
Introduction. Taking a hint from
, who used the "Spiral" relation to investigate properties of topological maps with nonHausdorff domains, let us define (x, y) E Sp to mean there exists a filter which converges to both x and y. Now Sp is an equivalence relation if and only if the base space is transitive in the sense that if F -> x, y and G -> y 9 z then there exists a filter H -» x 9 z. Since we want to take quotients by Sp our point of view is that only the class of transitive spaces will be considered. This class is quite broad as the next result shows. PROPOSITION Proof. If F -» x 9 y and G -» y 9 z then clF <y 9 c\G<y so clF V clG exists and converges to x 9 z by regularity.
If the convergence is uniformizable [1] we may assume there is a base of symmetric filters each of which is coarser than the diagonal filter. Thus, if F -> x, y and G -»y 9 z there is some member Φ of the base such that each of the filters F X x 9 F X y 9 G X i is finer than Φ.
and the space is transitive.
If filters converge, in the product, to /, g and g, h then use transitivity in each component X(λ) to obtain filters which converge to/(λ), h(λ). Then the product filter converges to/, h. This ends the proof.
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A characterization of transitive spaces or a general method of removing the Hausdorff assumption from theorems which involve them seems to be difficult to obtain. In §2 a small subclass of the transitive spaces is dealt with -namely the regular spaces. In this class we will obtain a method of trading off regularity for Hausdorffness or, in the case where regularity is part of the hypotheses, we will be able to remove the Hausdorff assumption altogether.
Since the space X/Sp is the transition space for this procedure, it is of interest to know when it is pretopological or topological. Filter conditions on a regular pretopological (topological) X which are necessary and sufficient that X/Sp be pretopological (topological) are given in §3. Some embedding properties are also in this section.
Basic result.
Proof. Notice first that, when X is regular and F -> x, t then x > cl F -» t. (Then also t -> x.) Hence, in this case, Sp(x) consists of all t such that x -* t. Now if U is an ultrafilter on Sp(x) and U E U there exists x{U) E U such that x -> x(U). Then U Π cl{x} φ 0 for each u E U thus U^UVcli^x and Sp(x) is compact. In what follows π: X -> X/Sp is the canonical map and X/Sp carries the quotient structure [2] . The symbol [x] is the equivalence class Sp(x). PROPOSITION 4. Ifp is a regular convergence structure on X and q is the quotient structure on X/Sp then (1) for A C X/Sp,cl g A = ircl p ir~ιA 9 (2) q is Hausdorff and regular, (3) Sp is the smallest equivalence relation r on X for which X/r is Hausdorff.
Then π~xA E U -» t for some ultrafilter U. Hence A = ππ~ιA E πU -»t so [/] E [x] E cl^ΛL This means that πclπ~ιA C clΛL For the reverse inequality let A -> [JC], ^4 E A, so that, according to the definition of q, A > 77F for some F -> / E [JC] . Now π"U E π~[A > TΓ^TΓF > clF -> / so t ^ c\ p ir~λA. This completes the proof of (1).
The proof of (2) is from Proposition 1.1 of [4] , Proposition 3 and part
(1). For part (3) if r is any equivalence relation on X which makes X/r Hausdorff consider (JC, jθ E Sp. Then F -> JC, y so, since X/r is Hausdorff and the canonical map is continuous, the equivalence classes determined by x, y are equal. Thus (x, y) G r or Sp Gr and the proof is finished.
Let us now give a few specific examples of how to remove the Hausdorff assumption from certain theorems by means of the quotient space X/Sp. Define, for B C X 9 5* = {x \ b -> x for some b E B}. It is well known that a compact, regular, Hausdorff space has an idempotent closure operator. The non-Hausdorff form of this is PROPOSITION 
If X is a compact regular space and B C X then
Proof. JΓ/Sp is compact, regular and Hausdorff by Proposition 4 so c\ 2 q πB = cl q πB. Then using Proposition 4 and the continuity of TΓ, It is known that if/, g are continuous functions with Hausdorff range, then the set on which they agree is closed. PROPOSITION 
If f, g: X -* Y are continuous and Y is regular then {x I f(x) -> g(x)} is closed.
Proof. Apply the known result to /*, g*: X-* Γ/Sp defined by f*(x) -π/O), g*(x) = πg( c), noticing that they are well defined and continuous.
When Jf/Sp is pretopological (topological).
The reader is referred to [5] for information on diagonal theorems and their relation to topologies and to [2] and [4] for a general discussion of quotient spaces.
In this section we shall investigate conditions on X such that -X/Sp is pretopological (topological). For a pretopological (topological) regular X necessary and sufficient conditions are found.
In -X/Sp define A -> [x] if and only if π~ιA -> y for some y E \x\.
Notice that this convergence, call it #*, is not even a convergence structure in general. But in case X is regular q* is a convergence structure which is actually the quotient structure q. This fact will enable us to obtain the results of this section. Proof. Suppose that the condition holds and assume that each ultrafilter finer than Aq converges to p - [x] . By Proposition 8, π~]B converges to some point of [x] for each ultrafilter B > A and, using the condition above, it is not hard to see that π~ιA converges to some point of [x] . Then Aq converges to p by another application of Proposition 8 so X/Sp is pseudo-topological. In what follows xry means (x, y) E Sp and X is the quotient space A/Sp.
Proof. Suppose (1) and (2) hold. Then X is pretopological by Proposition 11. so, by Theorem 1.4 of [5] , X is topological if and only if it is diagonal. But condition (1) is precisely the diagonal condition in X translated back to X using Proposition 8.
Conversely if X* is topological it is pretopological and diagonal and (1), (2) are exactly these conditions in X* translated back to X.
In [3] a space is said to be symmetric if it is regular and if whenever F -» x and x -> y then F -> y. It is then proved that a convergence space is completely regular if and only if it has a symmetric compactification.
In the current case note that if X is pretopological and z G [x] (so that z -* x) then, since N(z) -» z, N(z) > N(JC). Thus X is pretopological by Proposition 11. We have proved PROPOSITION 13. // X is pretopological and symmetric then Jf/Sp is pretopological.
With respect to the next result the reader should note that a regular topological space is already symmetric. A space X is ω-regular if cl ωA^F -> x whenever F -> x. Here cl ωX^4 means the closure of ^4 in the finest completely regular topology coarser than X. Spaces which are ω-regular are of much interest in various questions involving embeddings. See [3] and [7] and their references. PROPOSITION 17. If X is ω-regular so is Jf/Sp.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 of [3] it is sufficient to show that X/Sp has a regular compactification. But another application of Proposition 15 proves that R(X)/Sp is a regular compactification of X/Sp whenever R(X) is a regular compactification of X.
For background information on oembedded spaces see [7] .
